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ABSTRACT
AGUSTINA. JESSICA. (2016). Translation Methods and Musical Devices in the
English Translation Song ‘Teman Tapi Menikah’. Yogyakarta: Department of
English Letters, Faculty of Letters, Universitas Sanata Dharma.
The process of translating a text from one language into another language
has its own flow when being translated. When translating a text, sometimes there
are some words that included as non equivalence word. Non equivalence in here
means that some words cannot be described in another language. Therefore, non
equivalence between word can occurs when translating a text. In order to achieve a
better translation in the future, translation method can be applied to translate a text.
This research uses Newmark’s theory to analyzing the object. The object of this
research is a translated song entitled “Teman Tapi Menikah” by Dengarkan Dia,
which is chosen because the translators of the translated song are a students that
might still uncertain in describing and translating a text.
This study is a qualitative research which employs library method. This
study also try to analyze the translation method occurring in the translated song
“Teman Tapi Menikah” by Dengarkan Dia which is translated by translators who
are a students and try to reveal the musical devices that applied in the translated
song.
The analysis begins by categorizing each line of the lyric into translation
method in Newmark’s theory and give them a data number. Furthermore, in this
research musical devices also has an important role to reveal the aesthetic aspect of
a text. Therefore, each line of the lyric in the translated song also being analyzed
based on Perrine’s theory to reveal the musical devices. Musical devices such as
assonance, alliteration, rhyme, and other aspects become the determinant in
showing the aesthetic side.
In the findings, the result shows that the most dominant translation method
in the lyric is faithful translation method and for the musical devices is assonance.
However, the rhyme in the translated song turns out none to be found. Hopefully,
this research can develop the translation process into a worthy work in translating
and can give the satisfaction quality of the translation result or product.
Keywords: translation method, musical devices, translation song.
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ABSTRAK
AGUSTINA. JESSICA. (2016). Translation Method and Musical Devices in The
English Translation Song ‘Teman Tapi Menikah’. Yogyakarta: Program Studi
Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Sastra, Universitas Sanata Dharma.
Proses menerjemahkan teks dari satu bahasa ke bahasa lain memiliki
alurnya sendiri ketika diterjemahkan. Saat menerjemahkan teks, terkadang ada
beberapa kata yang dimasukkan sebagai kata yang tidak bisa di definisikan. Tidak
bisa di definisikan di sini mempunyai arti bahwa beberapa kata tidak dapat
dijelaskan dalam bahasa lain. Karena itu, ketidaksetaraan antara kata dapat terjadi
saat menerjemahkan teks. Untuk mencapai terjemahan yang lebih baik di masa
mendatang, metode terjemahan dapat diterapkan untuk menerjemahkan teks.
Penelitian ini menggunakan teori Newmark untuk menganalisis objek. Objek
penelitian ini adalah lagu terjemahan berjudul “Teman Tapi Menikah” oleh
Dengarkan Dia, yang dipilih karena penerjemah lagu adalah siswa yang mungkin
masih ragu-ragu dalam mendeskripsikan dan menerjemahkan teks.
Penelitian ini adalah penelitian kualitatif yang menggunakan metode
perpustakaan. Penelitian ini juga mencoba menganalisis metode penerjemahan
yang terjadi dalam lagu terjemahan "Teman Tapi Menikah" oleh Dengarkan Dia
yang diterjemahkan oleh para penerjemah yang merupakan siswa dan mencoba
untuk mengungkapkan perangkat musikal yang diterapkan dalam lagu yang
terjemahan.
Analisis dimulai dengan mengelompokkan setiap baris lirik ke metode
terjemahan dalam teori Newmark dan memberi nomor data. Selanjutnya, dalam
penelitian ini perangkat musikal juga memiliki peran penting untuk mengungkap
aspek estetika suatu teks. Oleh karena itu, setiap baris lirik dalam lagu terjemahan
juga dianalisis berdasarkan teori Perrine untuk mengungkapkan perangkat musikal.
Perangkat musikal seperti asonansi, aliterasi, ritme, dan aspek lain menjadi penentu
dalam menunjukkan sisi estetika.
Dalam penemuan, hasil menunjukkan bahwa metode terjemahan yang
paling dominan dalam lirik adalah metode faithful translation dan untuk perangkat
musikal adalah asonansi. Namun, ritme dalam lagu terjemahan ternyata tidak
ditemukan. Semoga penelitian ini dapat mengembangkan proses penerjemahan
menjadi karya yang layak dalam menerjemahkan dan dapat memberikan kualitas
kepuasan dari hasil terjemahan atau produk.
Kata kunci: translation method, musical devices, translation song.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Study
Art is something prominent to all human being and cannot be denied that it
is indeed flowing naturally through our mind. Art has plentiful form of works and
many kinds of method. One of the works which is continuously attached to human
life is song. Song is a literary work based on the written words that specifically play
along with the melody or in other words called music. The words which construct
a song are called lyrics. Countless songs have been made throughout the world with
its unique and consistency of each words and different languages. As we know,
many different languages spread throughout the country in this world. The number
of different languages throughout the world builds the creativity of the writers
which allows the mixing of languages in a song. In other words, there is definitely
a possibility that lyric can be mixed using several languages. As time goes by,
people begin translating some original song into their own language and style
versions.
Translating a song have some difficulties for some people from different
countries. An understanding of what the lyrics may like and what the purpose of the
lyrics is, becomes the significant issue when translating a song. Therefore, in order
to prevent some mistakes in translating a song to another language, some methods
are needed to help such problems.

1
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Translation has a lot of definition. One of those states that “translation is the
replacement of a representation of a text in one language by a representation of an
equivalent text in a second language” (Bell, 1991, p. 6). It means that translation
intends to express a text from originally in one language or from source language
(SL) into another language or target language (TL) while paying attention to the
equivalence of the meaning of a text. Translating a text especially in this case, a
lyrics, gives a hard choice to decide whether the word can be compared to the
original form. The meaning of the target language itself should also be maintained
in the source language.
To translate texts (or lyrics), translators apply some methods. According to
Newmark (1988, p. 81), concerning in how he differentiates procedure and method,
he writes that “while translation methods relate to whole texts, translation
procedures are used for sentences and the smaller units of language”. In this case,
translation methods will give such a process in analyzing a text such as which
method that applied in the text and how the words suitable for the new
representation in the target language.
This research aims to find out the translation method applied in the
translated song “Teman Tapi Menikah”. This song is originally sung by Dengarkan
Dia, that the singer is the one who becomes the figure and experienced the event.
The translator’s point of view, who are students, in their translated song in English
version due to their task to translate it in English, will become an argument or
explanation to decide whether the translators are able to deliver their perspective
and how they calculate the quality of the target language.
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The translation methods are not only the main focus in this research. The
researcher also analyzes the musical devices in this translation song. Musical
devices are generally associated with sound. The example of musical devices can
be seen in this data “See the line where the sky meets the sea? It calls me”. The
word “see”, “sky”, and “sea” shows that there is alliteration seen in the repetition
of sound [s] (Christyanti, 2018). In this research, the translation song has the similar
forms as poetry which has a stanza, meaning, and auditory effect for several words
that can convey a mood. The musical devices in this research also try to reveal the
impact of the translation method, which may change the target text.
Therefore, hopefully, this research can develop the song translation process
into a worthy work and can give the satisfaction quality of the translation result or
product. Furthermore, hopefully, it will be useful in order to make a better
translation in the future.

B. Problem Formulation
Based on the background above, the researcher formulated two problems to
answer in this study as follows:
1.

What methods are applied in the English translated song “Teman Tapi
Menikah”?

2.

What musical devices are found in the English translated song “Teman Tapi
Menikah”?
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C. Objectives of the Study
Based on the problem formulation above, there are two objectives in this
study. First is to analyze the translation methods applied in the English translated
song “Teman Tapi Menikah”, which will reveal and find out on what method of
translation the translators might applied when they translated the song. Lastly, the
second objective is to reveal what musical devices applied in the English translated
song “Teman Tapi Menikah”. This part will be revealing what the aesthetic aspect
of the song might applied or not applied in the translator’s own translation.

D. Definition of Terms
In order to prevent misunderstanding in this research, the definition of terms
is necessary because the terms will frequently appear in this research.
Translation method is a process to transfer a source language into target
language while considering the meaning of the source language. According to
Newmark (1988), there are eight methods in translation: word-for-word translation,
literal translation, faithful translation, semantic translation, adaptation, free
translation, idiomatic translation, and communicative translation.
Musical devices generally appear in the poem or poetry. Poem is one of
literature works that is crafted in such a way to make it compact, meaningful but
full of aesthetic values. Perrine (1969) also states that “The poet likewise repeats
certain sounds in certain combinations and arrangements, and thus gives
organization and structure to his verse”. In this problem, musical devices appear as
one of the parts that gives those aesthetic values. However, a song also includes one
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of the literature works.
So, it can be said that song is similar to poem and poetry because song also
has meaning, stanza, and sound. According to that idea, musical devices can be
defined as a method to produce an effect sound based on the composition of the
choice of words.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter is divided into three main parts. The first part is review of
related studies which discuss similar topic. The second part is review of related
theories that are applied and become the basis in the research. The last part is
theoretical framework which explains the contribution of the theories in order to
solve the problem in this research.

A. Review of Related Studies
Firnantia’s Undergraduate Thesis “An Analysis of Translation Methods
Used in The Indonesian Subtitles of The Croods Movie”
In her thesis, Firnantia (Lestari, 2014) attempts to find out the translation
methods used in the Indonesian subtitles of The Croods movie and the
equivalence of meaning between the source language and target language used
in the Indonesian subtitles of The Croods movie. The theory which she uses in
her study is proposed by Newmark and Baker.
The present thesis is similar in the use of the same theory of translation
method to analyzing a song lyric that is from Newmark, while the difference lies
in the object of the study that makes this present thesis also has an important role
to make the outcome of the product of literary works have quality and good result.

6
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Sellaniati’s Undergraduate Thesis “An Analysis of English-Indonesian
Translation Method on Line Dictionary”
Sellaniati’s thesis (Siboro, 2016) aims to identify the translation method that
mostly used in Line dictionary and to analyze how the translation results in Line
dictionary. In conducting her research, Sellaniati uses qualitative method. The
researcher found that the most translation methods applied are: first is literal
translation (48,71%), second is word for word translation (29,48%), third is
faithful translation (15,38%), last is communicative translation (6,41%). As a
result, in her thesis, translation in the Line dictionary is a poor translation
because it is not relevant with the characteristic of good translation that proposed
by some expert.
The present thesis is similar in the use of the same theory which can identify
the problem and try to analyzing the data that will reveal the translation methods
of the translated product which is in this present study is a song lyric while in
Sellaniati’s study is Line Dictionary. What makes this present thesis different
from Sellaniati’s is the object of the study.
Aji’s Undergraduate Thesis “Song Translation Analysis of Five Disney
Movie’s Songs”
In Aji’s thesis (Aji, 2016), there are three objectives. First is to describe the
musical devices employed in the English and Bahasa Indonesia songs. Second is
to describe the strategies that the translator used in translating the songs, and last
is to describe the degree of equivalence between the English songs and Bahasa
Indonesia songs. The sources of the data are five English songs and Bahasa
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Indonesia Songs. From Aji’s thesis, the result turns out that most of the musical
devices employed in the English songs are employed in the Bahasa Indonesia
songs.
Aji’s thesis is similar to this present thesis as it also reveals a topic which
involves musical devices. Moreover, Aji’s thesis use some strategies in order to
convey the meaning and the context of the song and considering the equivalence
of the meaning while this present thesis reveals the translation methods. The
difference appears from the number of the data sources. In Aji’s thesis uses five
translated songs while this present thesis uses one translated song.
Claudia’s Undergraduate Thesis “The Translation Shift and Musical Device
Occurrences in Christian Bautista’s “Till the End of Time” and “Tetaplah
Di Hatiku”
Claudia’s thesis (Anggraeni, 2019) attempts to find out the translation shift
occurrences in two songs “Till the End of Time” and “Tetaplah Di Hatiku” and
to find the musical devices from the translation shift. In this thesis, the results
show that the two translated songs employ several types of shift and applied
many musical devices in the TT. However, in musical devices section of this
thesis, both of the songs employ rhyme, alliteration, assonance, and consonance
though the musical devices are different in the amount and position from the
original version.
Claudia’s thesis is similar to this present thesis. One of them is in the terms
of musical devices that occurs in the object. The theory from Perrine’s book also
become one factor that makes the thesis similar and can guide the analysis to
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reveal on what musical devices might applied in the data whether it is equal or
not with the original data. The difference of this present thesis with Claudia’s
thesis is in one of the problems of the study which in Claudia’s thesis tend to
seek the translation shift while in present thesis is try to seek the translation
methods.

B. Review of Related Theories
1. Translation
Bell (1991, p. 5) states that “translation is the expression in another language
(or target language) of what has been expressed in another, source language,
preserving semantic and stylistic equivalences”. He also adds that “translation is the
replacement of a representation of a text in one language by a representation of an
equivalent text in a second language” (p. 6). Those statements above mean that Bell
(1991) agrees that translation is a process to translating a text into another language
without changing the purpose meaning of the translation product.
Newmark (2001) also states that “Translation is a craft consisting in the
attempt to replace a written message and/or statement in one language by the same
message and/or statement in another language” (p. 7). In his statement shows that
equivalence between source language (SL) and target language (TL) becomes the
significant role when translating a text.
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2. Translation Method
The process of translation is not just a process of a random translation. In
order to achieve a good translation result, some methods are applied to help the
translator render a text from the SL to TL. According to Newmark (1988, pp. 4547), there are eight methods of translation which are word-for-word, literal, faithful,
semantic, communicative, idiomatic, free, and adaptation. Following is the V
diagram of Newmark:
SL emphasis

TL emphasis

Word-for-word translation

Adaptation

Literal translation

Free translation

Faithful translation
Semantic translation

Idiomatic translation
Communicative translation

a. Word-for-Word Translation
Word-for-Word is often demonstrated as interlinear translation, with the TL
immediately below the SL words. The SL word-order is preserved and the words
are translated singly by their most common meanings, out of context. Cultural
words are translated literally (Newmark, 1988, pp. 45-46) for example:
ST

: Daniel ate tempe yesterday.

TT

: Daniel makan tempe kemarin.
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b. Literal Translation
The SL grammatical constructions are converted to their nearest TL
equivalents but the lexical words are again translated singly, out of context
(Newmark, 1988, p. 46), for example:
ST

: It’s raining cats and dogs.

TT

: Hujan kucing dan anjing.

c. Faithful Translation
A faithful translation attempts to reproduce the precise contextual meaning
of the original within the constraints of the TL grammatical structures (Newmark,
1988, p. 46), for example:
ST

: Raden Ajeng Kartini adalah orang Jawa.

TT

: Raden Ajeng Kartini is a Javanese.

d. Semantic Translation
Semantic translation is more flexible than faithful translation. Faithful
translation is more rigid and does not compromise TL (or more attached with SL),
while semantic translation is more flexible with TL in the sense that semantic
translation must consider the aesthetic elements of the SL by compromising
meaning with TL (Newmark, 1988, p. 46), for example:
ST

: Brad is a book-worm.

TT

: Brad adalah orang yang suka sekali membaca.
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e. Communicative Translation
Communicative translation attempts to render the exact contextual meaning
of the original in such a way that both content and language are readily acceptable
and comprehensible to the readership (Newmark, 1988, p. 47), for example:
ST

: Awas anjing galak!

TT

: Beware of the dog!

f. Idiomatic Translation
Idiomatic translation reproduces the ‘message’ of the original but tends to
distort nuances of meaning by preferring colloquialisms and idioms where these do
not exist in the original usage (Newmark, 1988, p. 47). Idiom in here is a phrase,
saying or a group of words which are not always meant to be taken literally and
accepted in common usage, for example:
ST

: It’s a piece of cake.

TT

: Ini sangat mudah.

g. Free Translation
Free translation reproduces the matter without the manner, or the content
without the form of the original. Usually it is a paraphrase much longer than the
original (Newmark, 1988, p. 46), for example:
ST

: I kiss her.

TT

: Aku mencium bibir manisnya.

h. Adaptation
Adaptation is the ‘freest’ form of translation and closest translation method
to TL. This adaptation translation is widely used to translate plays such as poetry
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and drama (Newmark, 1988, p. 46). In adaptation is more likely communicating the
meaning through adapting or adjusting the translation for a particular style or
context, while in the free translation it is more likely the translator has the freedom
of expression when translating from an original SL to TL, for example:
ST

: I walked on the endless bridge.

TT

: Tidak ada tujuan yang dinanti.

3. Musical Devices
According to Thomas Arp and Perrine (Arp, pp. 70-74), the poet prefers
choosing words for sound as well as for meaning and uses the sound for reinforcing
meaning. They also state that the poet achieves musical quality in two ways, they
are by the choice and arrangement of sounds and by the arrangement of accents.
In the music, one of the significant element is repetition. Repetition in music
can occur in the melody. However, if there are too much sameness, the result can
turn out to be boring. Therefore, the composer repeats certain musical tones like
repeats the music in certain combinations, or chords and repeats them in certain
patterns, or melodies.
So, in this research, just like a song that is accompanied by music, song also
has the significant element of repetition of sound in the lyric. In this case, repetition
in the lyric can occur in the vowel or consonant sound whether in the particular
syllable or whole syallable, words, phrases, lines, or group of lines.
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Some of those features indicate the topic in present thesis to analyze the
musical devices. Those musical devices are explained as follows:
a. Alliteration
Alliteration is defined as the repetition of initial consonant sounds. As an
example, it can be seen in the sentence “Peter Parker picked a peck of pickled
peppers”. From the example, it is clear that there is a repetition of the same
consonant [p] in the word Peter, Parker, peck, pickled, and peppers.
b. Assonance
Assonance is a repetition of a vowel sounds within words or syllables, for
example, in the sentence “Make the grade” [meɪk], [greɪd]. The sentence contains
assonance when it is said and it shows in the vowel sound.
c. Consonance
Consonance is defined as the repetition of final consonant sound. In the
sentence “walk up to the pup” shows that the words ‘up’ and ‘pup’ both end in an
“up” sound with the same final consonant and making them qualify as consonance.
d. Rhyme
Rhyme is a repetition of similar sounds in two or more words, most often in
the final syllable. According to Perrine and Arp, rhyme is divided into five types
(Arp, 1969, p. 72). Those types are explained below:
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i. Masculine Rhyme
Masculine rhyme is a rhyme that matches only one syllable, usually at the
end of respective lines. The example can be seen in the word “port“ [pɔrt] and “short”
[ʃɔ:rt]. Those words considered as masculine rhyme because they only have one
syllable with the same vowel.
ii. Feminine Rhyme
Feminine rhyme, also called double rhyme, is a rhyme involving two or
more syllables. For example, the word “billow” and “pillow” are included as
feminine rhyme. Both of the words have two syllables and have the same vowel.
iii. Internal Rhyme
Internal rhyme is rhyme that occurs when one or more riming words are
within the line and as end rime when the riming words are at the ends of line. The
example can be seen in the sentence “For the moon never beams, without bringing
me dreams”. It is seen that in the word “beams” and “dreams” are included internal
rhyme with the same vowel.
iv. End Rhyme
End rhyme refers to rhymes that occur in the final words and when the last
syllables or words in two or more lines forms a rhyme with each other. For instance,
these lines from Dorothy Parker’s poem “Interview” use end rhyme: “The ladies
men admire, I’ve heard, / Would shudder at a wicked word”.
v. Approximate Rhyme
Approximate rhyme is a rhyme which occurs words that are similar in sound.
The example can be seen in the word “fellow” and “fallow”. The words fellow and
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fallow are seen similar but actually they are different. The difference can be seen in
the vowel of those two words.

C. Theoretical Framework
There are three theories applied in this research; they are theory of
translation by Bell, theory of translation method, and theory of musical devices.
The first is theory of translation. It is important to give a basic understanding of the
translation. The second is theory of translation method by Peter Newmark. The
importance of translation method in the current research is to determine the method
that might be applied in analyzing the song. The third theory is theory of musical
devices by Thomas Arp and Perrine. This theory is important to analyze what
aspects of musical devices are applied in the song. All of the theories in this study
are applied in order to gain the result and explanation to reach the objectives in this
research.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

This chapter provides explanation about the methodology which applied in
this research in order to answer the research question. There are four sections in this
chapter. The first section is area of research which explains the focuses on what area
of translation taken by the researcher. Second is object of the study which shows
the analyzed object of the research. Third section is method of the study which
describes the method applied by the researcher. The last section is research
procedure which explains the process of the data collection.

A. Areas of Research
This research focuses on the analysis of the translation methods and the
musical devices applied on the song lyric entitled “Teman Tapi Menikah”. In this
matter, a song and poem have some similarities. Both of them have the same aspects
such as arranged in line or verse, divided into stanzas, employ some techniques like
rhyme and repetition.
Therefore, the area of the study in this research is classified into genre
translation. According to Williams and Chesterman (Chesterman, 2002), they state
“By ‘genre’ we mean both traditional literary genres such as drama, poetry and
prose as well as other well established and clearly defined types of text for
translation such as multimedia texts, religious texts, children’s literature, tourism

17
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texts, technical texts and legal document.” (p. 9). Moreover, the genre in this
research is song translation.

B. Object of the Study
The object of this study is the song lyric entitled “Teman Tapi Menikah”
sung by Dengarkan Dia, which the lyrics obtained from website named Genius.
Genius is an American digital media company. Originally founded in August 2009
by Tom Lehman, Ilan Zechory, and Mahbod Moghadam. Genius, originally
launched as Rap Genius with a focus on hip-hop music, the company attracted the
attention and support of celebrities, and venture capital enabling further growth.
The site expanded in 2014 to cover other forms of media, such as pop,
literature, R&B, and in 2016 and 2017, the company began producing musicfocused original video content and hosting live events and concerts.
Moreover, the translated version of the song obtained from Youtube,
because the translated song is only on Youtube. The song “Teman Tapi Menikah”
released in 2017 and the translated song released in 2018. The researcher focuses
in analyzing each line of the song lyrics.

C. Method of the Study
The method applied in this research is categorized as qualitative research.
The qualitative method is a method which forms a descriptive explanation in the
data, the analysis and the result. Bogdan and Biklen (1982, p. 27) also state that
qualitative research is descriptive which the data is collected in the form of words
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or pictures rather than numbers. In other words, this research method shows the
explanation in words or images and without number inserted.
According to this research, the library method becomes the important
focuses to help the researcher in collecting the theories and any information in order
to give the best analysis.

D. Research Procedure
1. Types of Data
The type of data in this research is categorized as objective data. The
objective data are taken from Dengarkan Dia’s song lyric entitled “Teman Tapi
Menikah” and the translated song “Teman Tapi Menikah” song lyric into English.
The data consist of 32 lines and formed into 10 stanzas. The analysis of the data
performed by analyzing each line of the lyric. The form of the data is clauses that
is forming into stanza. This song tells about a girl and boy who are a close friend
then eventually fall in love with each other. At the first time, the girl is afraid to
confess that she likes him, but it turns out that he also likes her and both of them
become a couple until they become husband and wife.
2. Data Collection
In the process, the first step is collecting the data by browsing the song lyric
of the ST in the website named Genius, it is a website to find a song’s lyric. Next is
re-checking the lyric while listening to the song to make sure the lyric match with
the song, then put it in the Microsoft word. Second, there is already the data of the
translated version in the Youtube then download it. Third, rewrite the lyric or
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transcribe it from Youtube in Microsoft word. Next, put the Indonesian version and
English version into a table. After all the lyrics already organized, the researcher
read it and start to analyzed, categorized, and gave each line of the lyrics a code as
follows:
Table 1. Example of the Data Coding
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

1/ST/Z1/L1

Sadar ‘ku akan
hadirmu

1/TT/Z1/L1

Realize that you’ll
be in here

in which,
1

: Number that indicates the amount of data

ST

: Source Text

TT

: Target Text

Z1

: Number of stanzas

L1

: Number of lines of the lyrics

3. Population and Sample
The population of the data from Indonesian and English version of the lyrics
are 64. Those 64 data are formed into 20 stanzas. Thus, no sample was taken
because all the data were analyzed.
4. Data Analysis
In order to answer the problem formulation, the first step is to analyze the
translation methods by each line of the lyric. The data is arranged into two main
sections table which are source text and target text to facilitate data analysis from
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the original version to the translated version. Then the next step is analyze the data
using Newmark’s theory. As for the musical devices, will be using Perrine’s theory
and analyze it by giving the phonetic transcription in the last syllable of the last
word of the lyric. This method is done to make it easier to analyze the musical
devices. The transcription uses American English as the form of language. The
example is in the table below:
Table 2. Example of Translation Method
No. of Data

Source Text
(ST)

12/ST/Z4/L2

Kata-kata
hingga
akhirnya kau
setuju

No. of Data

Target Text
(TT)

Method

12/TT/Z4/L2

Those all of
my words then
lastly you’ve
been say ‘yes’

Free
Translation

In the second line of the fourth stanza, the translators applied free translation
method. As we can see in the table above, the source text “Kata-kata hingga
akhirnya kau setuju” is translated into “Those all of my words then lastly you’ve
been say ‘yes’”. In this line, translators probably intend to make the word “setuju”
into something more specific and considering the beat of the song. The beauty
aspect also becomes the factor in this line. Instead using a word like ‘agree’,
translators chose to describe it like a story way which then translate it into “you’ve
been say ‘yes’.
Next is analysis of the musical devices. The analysis was done by using
Perrine’s theory and giving the phonetic transcription in the last syllable of the last
word of the lyric. Below is the example of the musical devices analysis.
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Table 3. Example of Musical Devices
No. of Data

Source Text
(ST)

Rhyme
Pattern

No. of Data

Target Text
(TT)

Rhyme
Pattern

1/ST/Z1/L1

Sadar ‘ku
akan
hadirmu

[mu]
(a)

1/TT/Z1/L1

Realize that
you’ll be in
here

[hɪr]
(a)

2/ST/Z1/L2

Mengubah
jalan
hidupku

[ku]
(a)

2/TT/Z1/L2

Changing
my whole
way of my
life

[laɪf]
(b)

3/ST/Z1/L3

Kau selalu
ada untukku

[ku]
(a)

3/TT/Z1/L3

You’ve been
there for me
everyday

[deɪ]
(c)

4/ST/Z1/L4

Menjadi
teman
baikku

[ku]
(a)

4/TT/Z1/L4

Become my
best fellow
always

[weɪz]
(d)

From first stanza, it can be seen that The TT is unable to maintain the rhyme
of the lyric in the ST. It is clearly different from the pattern in ST and TT. The
pattern of ST is a-a-a-a while the pattern in TT is a-a-b-c. The rhyme pattern in ST
shows the same vowel sound [u] in the word “hadirmu”, “hidupku”, “untukku”, and
“baikku”.
Moreover, in the TT the rhyme proven that all of them show different sound,
although in the end of the words in the first line and second line have the same letter
and the third and last line have different letter, that is not included as a rhyme,
because the rhyme in here means that those words have the same sound. It shows
in the last syllable of the last word of the lyric in the song that the sound of each
word is all different.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This chapter discusses two main points of this research. The first point is
analyzing the translation methods that will answer the first problem formulation.
The second is about musical devices that applied in the song which will reveal the
second problem formulation.

A. The Translation Method in Translation Song “Teman Tapi Menikah”
In this part, the researcher aims to describe the translation methods which is
applied in the translated song “Teman Tapi Menikah”. There are 64 data which is
32 data for the Indonesian version and 32 data for the English version. The
researcher analyzes the type of translation methods based on Newmark’s theory.
Newmark proposed eight translation method, they are word-for-word, faithful,
semantic, communicative, idiomatic, free, and adaptation translation method (1988,
pp. 45-47).
There are four points discussed in this chapter based on the analysis result
of the song. The first is about word-for-word translation method. Second explain
about faithful translation method. The third is the discussion of the idiomatic
translation method, and the last is the discussion of free translation method.
The result of the translation method in the translated song “Teman Tapi
Menikah” into English version by using Newmark’s theory shows that for wordfor-word translation method reaches 9%, faithful translation method 47%, idiomatic
23
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translation method 6%, and last for free translation method reaches 38%. The chart
below shows the ratio of each method.

9%

38%

47%
6%

Word-for-word

Faithful

Idiomatic

Free

Chart 1. Translation Methods in the English Translation Song
“Teman Tapi Menikah”

Chart above is showing the percentage of the use of translation methods.
According to chart above, there are four translation methods found in the translated
song “Teman Tapi Menikah” English version. In detail, there are 32 data from
English version of the song. This song is analyzed by each line of the lyrics. For the
first method, there is word-for-word that applied 3 times. Second, faithful
translation method that applied 15 times. Third, idiomatic translation method that
applied 2 times, and the last for free translation method that applied 12 times. Those
counts are based on the English version of the song. The other translation methods
that are not shown in the chart are the methods that are not applied in the song which
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probably can occurs due to the translators’ thought on the meaning that try to keep
it as its context and intention.
1. Word-for-word Translation
In this section, from the research that is already conducted before, turns out
that there are four results of the translation methods found from the translated song
“Teman Tapi Menikah”. The first method is word-for-word translation. Word-forword translation method often demonstrated as interlinear translation, with the TL
immediately below the SL words. The SL word-order is preserved and the words
are translated singly by their most common meanings, out of context. Below is the
result of the lyric which is included as word-for-word translation method and other
methods.
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

14/ST/Z4/L4

Selamanya

14/TT/Z4/L4

Forever

The lyric in the table above considered as word-for-word translation method.
The word “Selamanya” in the ST is translated into “Forever” in the TT. Although it
is just only one word, still the word is part of the lyric and translated into exact
meaning of the word itself. The other example is like in this sentence, “There are
three boys and three girls in group A” that translated into “Ada tiga anak laki-laki
dan tiga anak perempuan dalam kelompok A”. In that sentence, it is clear that the
structure and the meaning of the source text into the target text is show the same.
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2. Faithful Translation
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

1/ST/Z1/L1

Sadar ‘ku akan
hadirmu

1/TT/Z1/L1

Realize that you’ll
be in here

The method applies in the table above included as faithful translation
method. “Sadar ‘ku akan hadirmu” in ST is translated into “Realize that you’ll be
in here” in the TT. As we know, faithful translation tends to reproduce the precise
contextual meaning of the original form and the grammatical structure still follows
the ST. However, in this lyric tend to be faithful on the meaning and does not include
grammatical structure of ST. In the ST, the point is that she realizes that he appears
in her life. As the matter of that, in the TT, probably the translators try to make the
translation similar based on the ST’s context. If we take a look in the TT “Realize
that you’ll be in here”, it has the similar context in the ST.
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

2/ST/Z1/L2

Mengubah jalan
hidupku

2/TT/Z1/L2

Changing my
whole way of my
life

The lyric above applies faithful translation method. “Mengubah jalan
hidupku” in the ST is translated into “Changing my whole way of my life” in the
TT. Both of them have the same point meaning which is change the way of life. In
the ST, the word “jalan” somehow translated into “my whole way” which is also
changing the grammatical structure. The translators perhaps translate it in order to
emphasize more that the word “jalan” that the translators means is not just her part
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of life but the whole way of her life. In this lyric also shows that the translators tend
to be faithful on the meaning.
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

3/ST/Z1/L3

Kau selalu ada
untukku

3/TT/Z1/L3

You’ve been there for
me everyday

The translation method of the lyric above applies faithful translation method.
“Kau selalu ada untukku” in ST translated into “You’ve been there for me everyday”
in the TT. In the TT, there is addition of the word “everyday” and the word “selalu”
in ST is not translated in the TT. The translators use “have been there” to define the
word “selalu” instead of “always”. There is a possibility that the translators adjust
the translation with their own words. It is like the word “selalu” being paraphrase
into “have been there”. Other than that, the addition of the word “everyday”
probably indeed added by the translators in order to adjust with the rhythm of the
song. However, the meaning which is implied from both of the phrase is similar and
have the same point. In this lyric, the structure still follows the ST and still faithful
on the meaning.
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

4/ST/Z1/L4

Menjadi teman
baikku

4/TT/Z1/L4

Become my best
fellow always

The lyric above applies faithful translation method. The lyric “Menjadi
teman baikku” in the ST translated into “Become my best fellow always” in the TT.
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In this lyric, there is addition of word “always”. The word “always” in this lyric
perhaps added by the translators to emphasize that he is always become her best
fellow and to synchronize the rhythm of the song. Moreover, this lyric still tend to
be faithful on the meaning.
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

11/ST/Z4/L1

Suatu hari telah
kuucapkan

11/TT/Z4/L1

One day I have finally
confessed it

The line above considered as faithful translation method. The lyric “Suatu
hari telah kuucapkan” in the ST translated into “One day I have finally confessed
it” in the TT. The lyric above reproduced the precise contextual meaning of the
original text. The word “kuucapkan” in the ST means that she already confess the
feeling, which shows in the word “it” in the TT, that she likes him. However, this
lyric still tend to be faithful on the meaning.

No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

13/ST/Z4/L3

Melangkah bersama

13/TT/Z4/L3

Together we step
forward

The line “Melangkah bersama” in the ST translated into “Together we step
forward” in the TT and included as faithful translation method. In this line, the TT
still showing the meaning of the ST’s context though the translators chose to
translate it with adding the word “forward”, so this lyric tend to be faithful on the
meaning. In the ST, the word “bersama” refer to her and him. The ST “melangkah
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bersama” also means that she already together with him as a couple and will go
through everything together.
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

7/ST/Z2/L3

Sayang dengan
teman yang selama
ini ada

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

7/TT/Z2/L3

Been in love with him
who always stays by
my side

In the third line of the second stanza applies faithful translation method. The
line “Sayang dengan teman yang selama ini ada” in the ST translated into “Been in
love with him who always stays by my side” in the TT. The source text shows the
meaning that she loves him who always been there for her. The translators probably
try to make the translation clearer by putting the word “him” which refer to “teman”
in the ST.
In the ST, the phrase “yang selama ini ada” translated into “who always
stays by my side” which the word “my” refer to her. In that line the translators
perhaps also want to consider the rhythm of the song and make the line tend to be
faithful on the meaning. Rather than using “who have been there”, the translators
used “who always stays by my side” instead. However, the meaning of both are
have the same meaning and purpose.
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No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

10/ST/Z3/L3

Namun kupercaya
kita ‘kan bersama

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

10/TT/Z3/L3

But I always
believe we’ll be
together as one

In the line above “Namun kupercaya kita ‘kan bersama” in the ST translated
into “But I always believe we’ll be together as one” in the TT and categorized as
faithful translation method. In this line, the lyric “kita ‘kan bersama” translated into
“we’ll be together as one” which refer to her and him. She believes that she can be
with him someday. The word “as one” in the TT probably add by the translators in
order to emphasize the word “together” like they will be together as a couple. In
this lyric also shows that it is faithful on the meaning
3. Idiomatic Translation
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

25/ST/Z8/L1

Bosan itu pasti

25/TT/Z8/L1

Sometimes I’m sick
of it

In the first line of the eighth stanza, applies idiomatic translation method. In
the table above the source text “Bosan itu pasti” is translated into “Sometimes I’m
sick of it”. In this case, translators probably wish to change the word “Bosan” into
something that really create the mood and portray the situation. The word “sick of
it” in this line selected as the one that more suitable with the lyric and can convey
the feeling of boredom. As we know, idiom is a phrase, saying or a group of words
which are not always meant to be taken literally and accepted in common usage.
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So, in this lyric the phrase “sick of it” is the expression of idiom which is implied
that sometimes she is really bored of it. Moreover, in the ST there is a word “pasti”
which then translated into “sometimes”. Probably, the word “sometimes” in here
implies that there must be a time when the feeling of boredom comes, and it is not
like that the feeling of boredom always there. It means that the feeling of boredom
can comes at any times.
4. Free Translation
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

5/ST/Z2/L1

Semua mungkin
pernah merasa

5/TT/Z2/L1

Everyone maybe
once had this
feeling

In the line above considered as free translation method. “Semua mungkin
pernah merasa” in the ST is translated into “Everyone maybe once had this feeling”
in the TT. In this line the translators probably try to make the ST’s context clearer
and similar in the TT. The word “once” in this line similar and refer to the word
“pernah” like it is telling us that every people at least once ever had this odd feeling.
Other than that, the word “merasa” in the ST referring to the “feeling” which implies
that every people definitely have ever felt. So, the translators perhaps try to point
out that and translate it by mentioning the word “feeling” in the TT.
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

6/ST/Z2/L2

Apa yang aku
rasa

6/TT/Z2/L2

What I thought bout’
something strange
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In the second line of the second stanza applies free translation method. The
words “yang aku rasa” in the source text is translated into “I thought bout’
something strange” where the word “bout’” stand for “about”. The source text
shows that the person in the song want to tell the feeling which she cannot describe
or do not know how to say it or what may it called. Instead of translate it bluntly or
in each word, the translators applies free translation to describe the singer’s mood
that still uncertain. The translators chose to translate it into ‘something’ which refers
to the feeling that grow strangely in her.
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

8/ST/Z3/L1

Tak semua bisa
kuungkapkan

8/TT/Z3/L1

Something inside me I
cannot tell him

In the first line of the third stanza applies free translation method. The lyric
“Tak semua bisa kuungkapkan” in the ST is translated into “Something inside me I
cannot tell him” in the TT. The word “kuungkapkan” in the ST indicate that it is
something related about her feelings, though it did not write directly in the lyric. In
the ST also shows that the meaning of the lyric is she cannot reveal all of her
feelings or utter her feelings. Moreover, in the TT, the translators probably
preferring the use of phrase “something inside me” to define a feeling that she
cannot said. Furthermore, there is also the word “him” in the TT. The word “him”
probably also added by the translators in order to emphasize that the feeling which
she cannot utter is addressed to him.
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No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

9/ST/Z3/L2

Sering kali tak
berani dibuatnya

9/TT/Z3/L2

And suddenly my
confidence fades away

The lyric in the second line of the third stanza considered as free translation
method. The phrase “Sering kali tak berani dibuatnya” in the ST is translated into
“And suddenly my confidence fades away” in the TT. In this line, there is possibility
that the translation of the target text is adjusted based on the context of the source
text. In the ST shows that the meaning of the lyric is she is often afraid to reveal her
feeling to him and because of him. The translators probably take the caused from
the ST’s context, which is afraid to tell him the truth that it led her to become
insecure, to translate. Therefore, the translators might think to translate it into “And
suddenly my confidence fades away” which means she lose her confidence to
express her feeling to him.
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

12/ST/Z4/L2

Kata-kata hingga
akhirnya kau setuju

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

12/TT/Z4/L2

Those all of my words
then lastly you’ve
been say ‘yes’

In the second line of the fourth stanza, the translators applies free translation
method. As we can see in the table above, the source text “Kata-kata hingga
akhirnya kau setuju” is translated into “Those all of my words then lastly you’ve
been say ‘yes’”. In this line, translators probably intend to make the word “setuju”
into something more specific and considering the beat of the song. The beauty
aspects might also become the factor in translating this line. Instead using a word
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like ‘agree’, translators chose to describe it like story way which then translate it
into “you’ve been say ‘yes’.
No. of Data

Source Text (ST)

No. of Data

Target Text (TT)

32/ST/Z10/L2

Tapi kita tak saling
pergi

32/TT/Z10/L2

But we always keep
our promise

In this line considered as free translation method. “Tapi kita tak saling pergi”
in ST is translated into “But we always keep our promise” in the TT. In this line
probably the translators thought differently in word choice. Translating a song also
should pay attention to the word choice. In the TT, the word “promise” is like
implied something that they already kept. The “something” maybe could be that
they promise that they would not leave each other and have the same point meaning
in the ST. Rather than translate it using a phrase like “do not leave each other”, the
translators prefer the use of word “promise” instead.
The analysis in the translation methods in this song lyric show that it might
refers the translators’ thought on how they translate the meaning as the translators
try to maintain the original meaning when doing the translation.
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B. Musical Devices in Translation Song “Teman Tapi Menikah”
This part discusses the second problem that is about musical devices. This
analysis uses the translated song from Dengarkan Dia entitled “Teman Tapi
Menikah”. This analysis aims to find out the musical devices which are applied in
the translated song “Teman Tapi Menikah”. As we know, from the analysis that
already conducted before about translation methods of the song, there are changes
that occur in the meaning and the form from the translation text. Therefore, there is
high probability that the musical devices also change in the translation song. It is
also possible that the translated song has more or fewer musical devices than the
original or the Indonesian version of the song.
In this analysis, the researcher included the song as a poem and use the
theory by Thomas Arp and Perrine (Arp, 1969, pp. 70-74) to categorized song lyric
into some features of musical devices. We know that musical devices give the
aesthetic values in a text and repetition is one of the aesthetic values of the musical
devices. There are three musical devices that are found in the translated song
“Teman Tapi Menikah”, they are alliteration, assonance, and consonance.
Meanwhile, the other musical devices such as rhyme is not found in the translated
song. The following picture is the chart that showing the musical devices that is
applied in the translated song “Teman Tapi Menikah”.
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Musical Devices Occurence in "Teman
Tapi Menikah" English Version
18

Alliteration

26

Assonance

2

Consonance
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Chart 2. Musical Devices in the English Translation Song
“Teman Tapi Menikah”
Based on the chart above, it shows that in the translated song “Teman Tapi
Menikah” applied some musical devices. They are alliteration, assonance, and
consonance. According to the chart, alliteration occurs 18 times, assonance occurs
26 times, and consonance occurs 2 times. However, from the chart we also know
that there is no occurrence of rhyme in the song. The rhyme in the translated song
“Teman Tapi Menikah” turns out to be all different and does not follow the ST form
of rhyme. The next discussion is about musical devices analysis.
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1. Musical Devices Found in the Translated Song “Teman Tapi Menikah”
This part discusses the analysis results of musical devices of the translated
song “Teman Tapi Menikah”. There are ten stanzas in the translated song “Teman
Tapi Menikah”. However, this analysis will present five stanzas because the rest
stanzas are the same repetition of those five stanzas. This analysis also presents the
description of the musical devices which are alliteration, assonance, consonance,
and also whether the rhyme is applied or not. Based on the analysis, the translated
song turns out applied musical devices even though the translated version does not
follow the pattern of the source text. Below, is the first data of the song.

No. of Data

Source Text
(ST)

Rhyme
Pattern

No. of Data

Target Text
(TT)

Rhyme
Pattern

1/ST/Z1/L1

Sadar ‘ku
akan
hadirmu

[mu]
(a)

1/TT/Z1/L1

Realize that
you’ll be in
here

[hɪr]
(a)

2/ST/Z1/L2

Mengubah
jalan
hidupku

[ku]
(a)

2/TT/Z1/L2

Changing my
whole way of
my life

[laɪf]
(b)

3/ST/Z1/L3

Kau selalu
ada untukku

[ku]
(a)

3/TT/Z1/L3

You’ve been
there for me
everyday

[deɪ]
(c)

4/ST/Z1/L4

Menjadi
teman
baikku

[ku]
(a)

4/TT/Z1/L4

Become my
best fellow
always

[weɪz]
(d)

In the first stanza, there are alliteration, and assonance applied as the musical
devices. However, first, if we take a look on the rhyme, it can be seen that the TT
is unable to maintain the rhyme of the lyric in the ST. It is clearly different from the
pattern in ST and TT. The pattern of ST is a-a-a-a while the pattern in TT is a-b-c-
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d. The rhyme pattern in ST shows the same vowel sound [u] in the words “hadirmu”,
“hidupku”, “untukku”, and “baikku”. Moreover, in the TT the rhyme proven that all
of them show different sound, although in the end of the words in the first line and
second line have the same letter and the third and last line have different letter, that
is not included as a rhyme, because the rhyme in here means that those words have
the same sound. It shows in the last syllable of the last word of the lyric in the song
that the sound of each word is all different.
Other than that, alliteration is applied in line four of the stanza. The
repetition of initial consonant sound [b] appears in the word become [bɪ’kʌm] and
best [best] in the fourth line.
Another musical devices is assonance that are applied in the first and second
line of the stanza. In the first line, there is repetition of vowel sound [ɪ] in the word
in [ɪn] and here [hɪr]. In the second line, there is repetition of vowel sound [aɪ]
occurs in the word my [maɪ] and the word life [laɪf].
Furthermore, the musical devices are also found in the second stanza such
as alliteration, assonance, and consonance. The next discussion is musical devices
analysis found in the second stanza.
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No. of Data

Source Text
(ST)

Rhyme
Pattern

5/ST/Z2/L1

Semua
mungkin
pernah
merasa

[sa]
(a)

5/TT/Z2/L1

6/ST/Z2/L2

Apa yang
aku rasa

[sa]
(a)

6/TT/Z2/L2

7/ST/Z2/L3

Sayang
dengan
teman yang
selama ini
ada

[da]
(a)

7/TT/Z2/L3

No. of Data

Target Text
(TT)

Rhyme
Pattern

Everyone
maybe once
[lɪŋ]
had this
(a)
feeling
What I
thought
[streɪnʤ]
bout’
(b)
something
strange
Been in love
with him
[saɪd]
who always
(c)
stays by my
side

In the second stanza, there are alliteration, assonance, and consonance
which are applied as the musical devices. First of all, from the rhyme of the second
stanza, it is clear that the TT also unable to maintain the rhyme of the lyric in the
ST. The pattern in the ST is a-a-a which shows the same rhyme that is occurred in
the repetition of vowel sound [a] in the last word while the pattern in the TT is a-bc which shows different rhyme though there is occurred repetition of the same last
letter in the word strange and side in the second and third line of the stanza which
is not included as a rhyme. In the TT, the last syllable of the last word of each lyric
turns out to be all different, because the sound of each syllable word are not the
same.
Alliteration also occurs in this stanza. It is proven in the second and third
line of the stanza. The second line shows the repetition of consonant sound [s] in
the word something [‘sʌmθɪŋ] and strange [streɪnʤ]. It is also occurring in the third
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line which shows the repetition of consonant sound [s] in the word stays [steɪ] and
side [saɪd].
Furthermore, there is also assonance which are applied in the first line and
third line. In the first line of the stanza, there is repetition of sound vowel [ʌ] in the
word everyone [‘evriwʌn] and once [wʌns]. Lastly, in the third line of the stanza
there is repetition of sound vowel [eɪ] in the word always [‘ɔ:lweɪz] and stays [steɪ],
the repetition of sound vowel [aɪ] in the word by [baɪ] and my [maɪ], and the
repetition of sound vowel [ɪ] in the word been [bɪn] and in [ɪn].
Lastly, there is consonance which is applied in the second line of the stanza.
There is repetition of final consonant sound [t] in the word thought [θɔ :t] and bout’
[baʊt].

No. of Data

Source Text
(ST)

8/ST/Z3/L1

Tak semua
bisa
kuungkapkan

9/ST/Z3/L2

Sering kali
tak berani
dibuatnya

10/ST/Z3/
L3

Namun
kupercaya
kita ‘kan
bersama

Rhyme
No. of Data
Pattern
[kan]
(a)

[nya]
(b)

[ma]
(b)

Target Text
(TT)

Rhyme
Pattern

8/TT/Z3/L1

Something
inside me I
cannot tell
him

[hɪm]
(a)

9/TT/Z3/L2

And suddenly
my
confidence
fades away

[weɪ]
(b)

10/TT/Z3/
L3

But I always
believe we’ll
be together as
one

[wʌn]
(c)

This third stanza are applied alliteration and assonance of the musical
devices. In the third stanza shows that the TT still applied random rhyme and does
not synchronize the rhyme. In the ST shows the pattern a-b-b while in the TT shows
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the pattern a-b-c. In this part, the ST has the same rhyme [a] in the second and third
line while in the TT there are none of those has the same rhyme.
The first musical devices that is applied in this stanza is alliteration.
Alliteration is applied in the third line of the stanza. In the third line of the stanza,
there is repetition of initial consonant sound [b] in the word but [bʌt], believe
[bɪ’li:v], and be [bi].
The next musical device is assonance. In this stanza, assonance is found in
all line. In the first line, there is repetition of vowel sound [ɪ] in the word something
[‘sʌmθɪŋ], inside [,ɪn’saɪd] and him [hɪm]. In the second line, there is repetition of
vowel sound [eɪ] in the word fades [feɪd] and away [ə’weɪ]. Lastly, in the last line
of the stanza, there is repetition of vowel sound [i] in the word we’ll [wi:l] and be
[bi].

No. of Data

Source Text
(ST)

11/ST/Z4/
L1

Suatu hari
telah
kuucapkan

12/ST/Z4/
L2

Kata-kata
hingga
akhirnya kau
setuju

13/ST/Z4/
L3

14/ST/Z4/
L4

Rhyme
No. of Data
Pattern

Target Text
(TT)

Rhyme
Pattern

11/TT/Z4/
L1

One day I
have finally
confessed it

[ɪt]
(a)

[ju]
(b)

12/TT/Z4/
L2

Those all of
my words
then lastly
you’ve been
say ‘yes’

[jes]
(b)

Melangkah
bersama

[ma]
(c)

13/TT/Z4/
L3

Together we
step forward

[wərd]
(c)

Selamanya

[nya]
(c)

14/TT/Z4/
L4

Forever

[vər]
(d)

[kan]
(a)
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In the fourth stanza, there are alliteration and assonance applied as the
musical devices. In this part shows that the rhyme of the TT can quite balance with
the ST though if we take a look at the ST, seems like the rhyme in the ST also seems
a bit random. In the ST appears the pattern a-b-c-c while in the TT the pattern is ab-c-d. The first line, second line, and the third line turn out can maintain the rhyme
as the ST although we can see that the sound in the first line, second line and third
line are different. In the ST also shows that in the first line, second line and third
line have different sound. However, it is also clear that although the first line, second
line, and third line in th TT follow the pattern in the ST but the last line in the TT
appears differently and there are none of them have same sound.
First musical device is alliteration which is applied in the second line of the
stanza. In the second line, there is repetition of initial consonant sound [ð] in the
word those [ðəʊz] and then [ðen]. There is also a repetition of consonant [j] in the
word you’ve [ju:v] and yes [jes].
The last part is about assonance which is applied in the first line of the stanza.
In the first line, there is repetition of vowel sound [aɪ] in the word I [aɪ] and finally
[‘faɪnəli].
Next is the discussion of the last stanza in the translated song “Teman Tapi
Menikah” which are applied alliteration and assonance as the musical devices.
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No. of Data

Source Text Rhyme
No. of Data
(ST)
Pattern

Target Text
(TT)

Rhyme
Pattern

31/ST/Z10/
L1

Bosan itu
pasti

[ti]
(a)

31/TT/Z10/
L1

Sometimes
I’m sick of it

[ɪt]
(a)

32/ST/Z10/
L2

Tapi kita tak
saling pergi

[gi]
(a)

32/TT/Z10/
L2

But we
always keep
our promise

[mɪs]
(b)

In the last stanza or fifth stanza, there are two musical devices that are
applied, they are alliteration and assonance. First, if we take a look at the rhyme, in
this stanza the rhyme in the TT also different from the ST. In the ST, the pattern of
rhyme shows a-a while in the TT the pattern is a-b. In this part, the ST has the same
rhyme [i] which places in the last word of line while in the TT the rhyme is all
different.
Furthermore, there is alliteration which is applied in the first line of the
stanza. In the first line of the stanza, there is repetition of initial consonant sound
[s] in the word sometimes [‘sʌmtaɪmz] and sick [sɪk].
Next musical device is assonance which are applied in the first line and
second line of the stanza. In the first line, assonance turns out occurs two times.
First, there is repetition of vowel sound [aɪ] in the word sometimes [‘sʌmtaɪmz] and
I’m [aɪm]. Second, there is repetition of vowel sound [ɪ] in the word sick [sɪk] and
it [ɪt]. In the second line, there is repetition of vowel sound [i] in the word we [wi]
and keep [ki:p].
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Based on the analysis that have been conducted before, some part of the
musical devices are not well used in the translated song. It is proven in the rhyme
that are not applied by the translators. The rhyme is still random and not well
ordered while in other parts such as alliteration, assonance, and consonance, turns
out to be pretty well ordered.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

Based on the analysis, it turns out that there are four types of translation
method applied in the translated song “Teman Tapi Menikah”. Those are faithful
translation method, free translation method, word-for-word translation method, and
idiomatic translation method. The first method that is dominating the song is
faithful translation method which take 47% of the data and occurs 15 times. Free
translation method also become the most frequent one, beside faithful translation
method, with 38% of the data and occurs 12 times. Those methods make the
translation have the sight of how the translators express their thought of meaning
through the methods in this song lyric. Translation methods which are applied in
the song tend to seek the translators’ method on how they keep the message of each
lyric of the song. The methods that are already applied in the song make the
translated song can figure out the point of the meaning of each lyric from the
translators’ point of view and gain more detail on what the translators’ might express
in their translation when translating a song.
Furthermore, the results also reveal that there are only three musical devices
which occurs in the translated song, they are alliteration, assonance, and
consonance. Musical devices become one of the important things in the song to give
some satisfy part or effect when people listen to the song. As for the rhyme it turns
out that there is not any really significant matter in the song which makes the song

45
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does not really mind it and makes the outcome of the translated song a little lacking
on the aesthetic aspect though it might not clearly notice by the listener. The most
frequent musical devices which is applied in the translated song is assonance that
occurs 26 times and alliteration that occurs 21 times.
In conclusion, from all the findings and analysis in the translated song, a
method or strategy will always be applied. Translation method reveal the translators’
method on how the translators indicate or keep the message of the song, like the
translated song “Teman Tapi Menikah” in this research, which turns out that faithful
translation method is mostly applied because the translators might try to keep the
meaning on the ST in the TT. In other words, the translators are more focused with
the faithfulness in terms of meaning. Therefore, the translation in the song also
probably can be longer or shorter depend on the translators. It is also can be done
by the translators in order to maintain the beat of the song.
Furthermore, translation methods that are already found before in the
translated song also affect the musical devices in the song. In this research, the
musical devices such as alliteration, assonance, and consonance can be found. It
also turns out that mostly musical devices applied in the song is assonance, and the
most frequent one is alliteration. However, in this translated song, due to the
translation methods that are already found before, the rhyme of the translated song
turns out none to be found, though there are just one or two same final letters in a
word from two lines in some stanzas that do not count as the musical devices if we
take a look at the theory. This fact shows that the translators seems do not really pay
attention to the musical devices in the rhyme part and more prioritize the meaning
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of the song. Moreover, in this research can be inferred that translation methods will
occur in every translation process which can show the style or the context that the
translators intent to express and give the point of their translation. The choice of
words and some aesthetic aspects also have the significant role to support the
literary work that will be translate and makes the translated product have the quality
and appropriate outcome.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1. The Translation Methods and Musical Devices Data
A. “Teman Tapi Menikah” and “Teman Tapi Menikah” English Translated Version Data Found

No. of Data

ST

No. of Data

TT

Translation Method

Musical Devices

1/ST/Z1/L1

Sadar ‘ku akan
hadirmu

1/TT/Z1/L1

Realize that you’ll be
in here

Faithful translation
method

Assonance
(in and here)

2/ST/Z1/L2

Mengubah jalan
hidupku

2/TT/Z1/L2

Changing my whole
way of my life

Faithful translation
method

Alliteration, Assonance
(my and life)

3/ST/Z1/L3

Kau selalu ada
untukku

3/TT/Z1/L3

You’ve been there for
me everyday

Faithful translation
method

-

4/ST/Z1/L4

Menjadi teman
baikku

4/TT/Z1/L4

Become my best
fellow always

Faithful translation
method

Alliteration
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No. of Data

ST

No. of Data

TT

Translation Method

Musical Devices

5/ST/Z2/L1

Semua mungkin
pernah merasa

5/TT/Z2/L1

Everyone maybe
once had this feeling

Free translation method

Assonance
(everyone and once)

6/ST/Z2/L2

Apa yang aku rasa

6/TT/Z2/L2

What I thought bout’
something strange

Free translation method

Consonant, Alliteration

7/ST/Z2/L3

Sayang dengan
teman yang selama
ini ada

7/TT/Z2/L3

Been in love with
him who always stays
by my side

Faithful translation
method

Assonance (Been and
in, always and stays, by
and my), Alliteration

8/ST/Z3/L1

Tak semua bisa
kuungkapkan

8/TT/Z3/L1

Something inside me
I cannot tell him

Free translation method

Assonance
(something, inside, and
him)

9/ST/Z3/L2

Sering kali tak
berani dibuatnya

9/TT/Z3/L2

And suddenly my
confidence fades
away

Free translation method

Alliteration. Assonance
(fades and away)
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No. of Data

ST

No. of Data

TT

Translation Method

Musical Devices

10/ST/Z3/L3

Namun kupercaya
kita ‘kan bersama

10/TT/Z3/L3

But I always believe
we’ll be together as
one

Faithful translation
method

Alliteration, Assonance
(we’ll and be)

11/ST/Z4/L1

Suatu hari telah
kuucapkan

11/TT/Z4/L1

One day I have
finally confessed it

Faithful translation
method

Assonance
(I and finally)

12/ST/Z4/L2

Kata-kata hingga
akhirnya kau setuju

12/TT/Z4/L2

13/ST/Z4/L3

Melangkah
bersama

13/TT/Z4/L3

Together we step
forward

Faithful translation
method

-

14/ST/Z4/L4

Selamanya

14/TT/Z4/L4

Forever

Word-for-word
translation method

-

Those all of my
words then lastly
Free translation method
you’ve been say ‘yes’

Alliteration
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No. of Data

ST

No. of Data

TT

Translation Method

Musical Devices

15/ST/Z5/L1

Semua mungkin
pernah merasa

15/TT/Z5/L1

Everyone maybe
once had this feeling

Free translation method

Assonance
(everyone and once)

16/ST/Z5/L2

Apa yang aku rasa

16/TT/Z5/L2

What I thought bout’
something strange

Free translation method

Consonant, Alliteration

17/ST/Z5/L3

Sayang dengan
teman yang selama
ini ada

17/TT/Z5/L3

Been in love with
him who always stays
by my side

Faithful translation
method

Assonance (Been and
in, always and stays, by
and my), Alliteration

18/ST/Z6/L1

Tak semua bisa
kuungkapkan

18/TT/Z6/L1

Something inside me
I cannot tell him

Free translation method

Assonance (something,
inside, and him)

19/ST/Z6/L2

Sering kali tak
berani dibuatnya

19/TT/Z6/L2

And suddenly my
confidence fades
away

Free translation method

Alliteration, Assonance
(fades and away)
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No. of Data

ST

No. of Data

TT

Translation Method

Musical Devices

20/ST/Z6/L3

Namun kupercaya
kita ‘kan bersama

20/TT/Z6/L3

But I always believe
we’ll be together as
one

Faithful translation
method

Alliteration, Assonance
(we’ll and be)

21/ST/Z7/L1

Suatu hari telah
kuucapkan

21/TT/Z7/L1

One day I have
finally confessed it

Faithful translation
method

Assonance
(I and finally)

22/ST/Z7/L2

Kata-kata hingga
Akhirnya kau
setuju

22/TT/Z7/L2

23/ST/Z7/L3

Melangkah
bersama

23/TT/Z7/L3

Together we step
forward

Faithful translation
method

-

24/TT/Z7/L4

Forever

Word-for-word
translation method

-

24/ST/Z7/L4

Selamanya

Those all of my
words then lastly
Free translation method
you’ve been say ‘yes’

Alliteration
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No. of Data

ST

No. of Data

TT

Translation Method

Musical Devices

25/ST/Z8/L1

Bosan itu pasti

25/TT/Z8/L1

Sometimes I’m sick
of it

Idiomatic translation
method

Alliteration, Assonance
(sometimes and I’m,
sick and it)

26/ST/Z9/L1

Namun kupercaya
kita ‘kan bersama

26/TT/Z9/L1

But I always believe
we’ll be together as
one

Faithful translation
method

Alliteration, Assonance
(we’ll and be)

27/ST/Z9/L2

Suatu hari telah
kuucapkan

27/TT/Z9/L2

Faithful translation
method

Assonance
(I and finally)

28/ST/Z9/L3

Kata kata hingga
akhirnya kau setuju

28/TT/Z9/L3

29/ST/Z9/L4

Melangkah
bersama

29/TT/Z9/L4

One day I have
finally confessed it

Those all of my
words then lastly
Free translation method
you’ve been say ‘yes’

Together we step
forward

Faithful translation
method

Alliteration

-
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No. of Data

ST

No. of Data

TT

Translation Method

Musical Devices

30/ST/Z9/L5

Selamanya

30/TT/Z9/L5

Forever

Word-for-word
translation method

-

Idiomatic translation
method

Alliteration, Assonance
(sometimes and I’m,
sick and it)

Free translation method

Assonance
(we and keep)

31/ST/Z10/L1

Bosan itu pasti

31/TT/Z10/L1

Sometimes I’m sick
of it

32/ST/Z10/L2

Tapi kita tak saling
pergi

32/TT/Z10/L2

But we always keep
our promise

